NOTABLE CURVES WITH AN INTRIGUING PRESENCE. BE DARING.
WRAPPED IN LUXURIOUS COMFORT. SURROUNDED BY GORGEOUS DETAIL.

IDARA BLENDS EXTRAORDINARY STYLE WITH COMPOSED TRANQUILITY.

Idara’s sweeping curves are precisely designed to embrace guests and draw attention. From its elegant wood legs to its utilitarian mobile base to its industrial steel base options, Idara’s notable contours offer an eccentric mix of drama, opulence, and relaxation. With mid and high back options, as well as a grandiose multi-seat unit, its charming yet seductive arm composition and indulgent wingback detail create a curious harmony of vintage style and contemporary glamour.
Welcome relaxed conversations or provide personal respite with Idara. The high back form creates a sense of acoustical privacy and a visual retreat with its enveloping style. The mid back version offers a casual aesthetic with a serene attitude. Poised to be the headliner in any space, Idara’s presence and residential flair combined with its sensuous, lush cushions create luxurious satisfaction.
When we gather, moods are lifted, celebrations are had, and happiness radiates. Idara is the perfect solution for dynamic spaces where crowds converge and memories are created. Comfortable yet dramatic, Idara sets the stage for amazing collaborations.

GATHER. SHARE. GROW.

IDARA™ SEATING COLLECTION

- GUEST ARCHITEX DEEPDALE MUSHROOM, ULTRA LEATHER TOTTORI RICE PAPER, SABLE FINISH
- TARVER™ TABLES KIRSCHE LAMINATE, SABLE FINISH, IRON
- BUFFET CREDENZA KIRSCHE LAMINATE, SABLE FINISH, IRON
- LOCKLIN™ WALL SHELVES KIRSCHE LAMINATE
CONTRASTING UPHOLSTERY OPTIONS

BASE OPTIONS

WOOD FINISHES

IDARA™ GUEST: NATIONAL BLISS CLIFF, POLISHED
LOCHLYN™ STORAGE: SEROTINA LAMINATE, GRAPHITE
TARVER™ TABLE: SEROTINA LAMINATE, CINDER FINISH, GRAPHITE
ON THE COVER

IDARA™ LOUNGE HIGH BACK, MAHARAM CLARA BY KVADRAT 184, SKYLINE FINISH
IDARA™ LOUNGE MID BACK, ARCHITEX HOLYOKE PERKINS, SKYLINE FINISH
IDARA™ GUEST DESIGNTEX LAMBERT SMOKE
TOSSTM ACCENT PILLOW MAHARAM MATRIX BY KVADRAT 152